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Reviews of Nonfiction Titles for Adults

Frieden, Ken. Travels in Translation: Sea Tales at the Source of Jewish Fiction. Syracuse, NY: Syracuse 
University Press, 2016. 389 pp. $65.00. (9780815634577).

Frieden examines the development of Modern Hebrew literature through the lens of sea narratives 
from the late eighteenth to early nineteenth century. He feels that sea tales make a good model since they 
have appeared from Biblical times and similarities in the settings and narrative make the vocabulary 
and grammar easy to compare. Frieden contends that Hebrew writing from Berlin (1780-1810) has 
been given too much credit as a foundation of Modern Hebrew writing. He further posits that Hasidic 
pilgrimage tales (1815-22) and works translated from Yiddish and other European languages (1815-
1924) were important sources of vocabulary, naturalistic descriptions, and grammar. With substantial 
notes, bibliography, and index, the book is recommended for academic libraries.

Sheryl Stahl, Senior Associate Librarian, Frances-Henry Library, HUC-JIR, Los Angeles

Hellman, Rabbi David (Ed.). ברה תרוסמ ןוכרב = The Mesorat Harav Birkon. Jerusalem, Koren Publishers, 
2016. 227 pp. $14.95. (9789653018563). English & Hebrew. 

Birkon Harav is an edited commentary on Grace After Meals based on Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik’s 
lectures and writings. Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik (1903-1993), known affectionately by his many followers 
and admirers as “The Rav” (The Rabbi), was the preeminent figure in Modern Orthodox Judaism. He was 
Rosh Yeshivah (head of school) at the Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary of Yeshiva University and 
greatly influenced the practices of modern orthodox Jewry. The Birkon (blessings) contains the traditional text 
of Grace after Meals, Sabbath and festival Kiddush, songs sung at the Sabbath table, and other practices related 
to sanctifying eating and drinking. The text and its English translation are on facing pages. Commentary 
is on the bottom section of the page separated from the passage by a black line. The uncomplicated format 
and clear font make the book easy to read as a prayer book and as a reference. In addition to the prayers, 
the book contains three essays which further analyze the specific practices of Zimmun (inviting members to 
join in the blessing), Grace after Meals, and Kiddush. A unique and interesting feature of the book is a list 
of 41 distinctive practices followed by The Rav. English and Hebrew references are included in a separate 
section. Highly recommended for synagogue and school libraries whose patrons are interested in delving 
more deeply into familiar blessings and studying from a giant of Orthodox Judaism.

Ilka Gordon, Beachwood, OH

Henshke, David. מה נשתנה: ליל הפסח בתלמודם של חכמים = ‘Mah Nishtanah’: The Passover Night in the 
Sages’ Discourse. Magnes Press, 2016. 626 pp. $46.00. (9789654938709). Hebrew.

Despite its title and cover illustration from the Kaufmann Haggadah, this book is not a commentary 
on the Passover Haggadah. Rather, it is a scholarly tour-de-force that examines the Talmudic sources 
– Mishnah, Tosefta, Bavli and Yerushalmi – that served as the foundation on which the text of the 
Passover Haggadah was later built. 

Henshke critiques a wide variety of scholars who have found in the Passover Seder all manner of ideas, 
influences and surprises. He relentlessly deploys textual criticism, contextual interpretation, and terminological 
precision in order to strip these fascinating but unfounded suggestions away from the sources. The essence of 
Henshke’s approach is the distinction between different chronological periods, and between textual statements 
from different periods or different perspectives that were compiled together into the multi-layered corpus of 
rabbinic literature. To take one core example: Henshke claims that, during the Second Temple period, eating 
the Paschal sacrifice formed the focal point of Passover night. In the wake of the destruction of the Temple, 
different adaptations of the ceremony emerged. Rabban Gamliel moved other foods, matzah and maror, to 
the center to take the place of the sacrificial meat, while other rabbis placed their emphasis on learning and 
discussion the laws of the Festival. These conflicting positions are reflected in different places of the Mishnah, 
Tosefta, and Talmud. The intricate process of untangling these different traditions and realigning them into 
their original conceptual contexts makes this work both magisterial and captivating.

Pinchas Roth, Bar Ilan University
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